GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA
DEPARTMENT OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION

Office of the
Commissioner of Technical Education
Vidya Bhavan :: Hyderabad

Sub: Technical Education – SLIPSGM-2019 – Instructions to all GPT Principals – Payment of food charges for the participating students at State Level – Reg.

*****
This is to inform all the Principals of GPT’s that Rs.120/- per head to the participating students at State Level has to be paid by the concerned Principals from where the student is representing.

Correction: In the instruction memo read as “Principals of all Government Polytechnics” instead of “Principals of Host Institutions of DLIPSGM-2019”.

"Hence, all the Principals of Government Polytechnics are hereby informed to remit Rs. 120/- per head/per day for the participants of their Institutions towards the above mentioned food charges in the form of Electronic remittance to Axis Bank, Kukatpally, Account Holder: Principal, VNR Vignan Jyothi Institute of Engineering & Technology, A/c No.: 193010100057150, IFSC: UTIB0000193 on or before 16.12.2019, under intimation to this office along with a Xerox copy of the counter foil positively by e-mail adtrg.ts@gmail.com. “

Sd/-
For Commissioner
GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA
DEPARTMENT OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION

OFFICE OF THE
COMMISSIONER OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION
TELANGANA :: HYDERABAD

Sub: TECHNICAL EDUCATION – State Level Inter - Polytechnics Sports and Games Meet (SLIPSGM-2019)— Instructions — Issued — Reg.

2. Minutes of the meeting held with Physical Directors on Dt.16.11.2019 at the O/o CTE, Hyd.

******

The attention of the Principals of Host Institutions of SLIPSGM-2019 is invited to the subject and references. In continuation of the instructions issued earlier in this office Memo 3rd cited, they are hereby informed that State Level Inter Polytechnics Sports and Games Meet (SLIPSGM-2019) is scheduled to be conducted on 19.12.2019 & 20.01.2019, at VNR Vignana Jyothi Institute of Engg & Tech(VNRVJIET), Vignana Jyothi Nagar, Pragathi Nagar, Bachupally, Nizampet(S.O.), Hyderabad-500090. [Contact: Dr.G. Sreerama, Physical Director, VNR VJIET, Mobile:9440121314; E-Mail Id: sports@vnrvjiet.in].

In this connection, the following instructions are issued:-

1. The Girls Meet is scheduled on 19th December 2019 and the participants along with the accompanying staff shall report on 18th December 2019 at 5.00 pm at the venue; Boys Meet is scheduled on 20th December 2019 and the participants along with the accompanying staff shall report on 19th December 2019 at 5.00 pm at the venue. No deviation will be entertained in this regard.

2. To confirm the right player, biometric accessibility is being given to the player from VNRVJIET, Hyderabad during the Meet. Hence, the Principals of the Institutions are requested to send a list of the students concerned, along with their PIN No.s and BM ID’s (The same may be communicated to TSTS ABAS to enable the biometric accessibility).

3. Accommodation will not be provided at VNRVJIET, Hyderabad for local teams i.e. Institutions of Hyderabad, Rangareddy, Medchal Malkajigiri Districts. Further, it is informed that certain electronic gadgets and equipment are available in the accommodation space being provided to the student participants. Therefore, it is requested that some responsible staff may accompany the students for safeguarding of the valuables of the Host Institution and avoiding any untoward incidents in this regard.
4. The Principal, Government Polytechnic, Hyderabad and the Principal, Government Polytechnic, Jogipet are nominated as the in-charge of the State Meet and they will be the Co-ordinators for the entire Event.

5. As instructed earlier, the Participating Institutions have to pay Rs. 120/- per head/per day for each participant of SLIPSGM-2019 towards the food charges during the Meet.

In this connection, the Principals of Host Institutions of DLIPSGM-2019 are informed to remit Rs. 120/- per head/per day for the participants of their Institutions towards the above mentioned food charges in the form of Electronic remittance to Axis Bank, Kukatpally, Account Holder: Principal, VNR Vignan Jyothi Institute of Engineering & Technology, A/c No.: 193010100057150, IFSC: UTIB0000193 on or before 16.12.2019, under intimation to this office along with a Xerox copy of the counterfoil positively by e-mail adtrg_ts@gmail.com

6. The Principals of all Government Polytechnics are informed to send the merit list of participants in SLIPSGM-2019 along with the remittance counter foil for food charges and submit at VNR VJIEC, Hyderabad (Host Institution) during the meet.

The receipt of this Memo shall be acknowledged.
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For Commissioner
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